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ENGLIS LANGUAGE AND ITS USE IN THE MODERN WORLD 

The students of B.A General Course studying Finglish as a core language at Dhruba Chand 

Halder College, are exposed to the diverse nuances of the language, acquiring the skill 

needed, to express and communicate better. In the academic year 2021-22, most of these 

students opted to work on a project on English Language and its Use in the Modern 

World. The conclusions were arrived at, after research and discussions with several people in 

the academie world. 

Language is our primary source of communication.; the method through which we share our ideas 

and thoughts with others. 

Currently, English is the primary language of not only countries actively touched by British 

imperialism, but also many business and cultural spheres dominated by those countries. 

The importance of English as a means of communication cannot be denied in any way. It 

isthe language of seience, aviation, computers, diplomacy and tourism. Last but not least, it is 

the language of international communication, the media and the internet. 

Since English is one of the most commonly used languages, it helps tourists to communicate 

with each other in hotels, shopping malls, airports and stations. 

English is also essential to the field of education. Even today, most of the books and journals 

in the fields of medicine, engineering, law and other areas, are written in English. It is 

imperative that students learn the language, to keep abreast of all in formation and knowledge. 

On the Internet, the majority of websites are written and created in English. It's the primary language 

of the presS: more newspapers and books are written in English than in any other language. In fact, 

because it is so dominant in international communication, we find more infomation regarding nearly 

every subject if we can speak this language. The Internet has opened up neW career opportunities 

for every citizen of the world outside their respective countries. Internet has also plays a vital 

to promote and to spread the English language throughout the globe and more and more 

people are exposed to the English language and English has become also the language of the 

internet as well, 
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Many international businesses conduct meetings in English, universities teach courses in 

English and, around the world, tourists and travellers use English as a common language. 

Because of the prominence of Hollywood in global media, an enormous amount ot films,V 

shows and popular songs are written in English. 

English gives us access to multiple cultures of the world, through books, films, music and 

films, to name a few. The world has come to our close proximity through the use of the 

English language. American English and British English are the two arms of this language 

that helps us expand the horizon of knowledge and bring the world closer. 

English has quite a big role in day to day life. English is used in banks, railway stations, bus 

stations, airways, educational sector, medical. private sector, etc. English is a trade language 

with other countries. Many students fly aboard for education and jobs. If their mode of 

communication is English they can manage their communication with the local 

people. Without English it is very tough to manage in this ultra-modern world. 
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